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Donald Mann, author of “OK, GOD, Now What?”
- Donald is a scientist by training and a corporate businessman by profession who writes spiritual books
that produce success results. 2008 Pew study: 1.6% atheist, rest all believe in God or higher power.
- Luck is highly over rated. Life success is a result of right thinking, words, actions and imaginations. When
opportunity and preparation meet, there is success. This is how God shows no partiality.
- It is not so much about special people but people who work to be special. You can reprogram your
subconscious mind for success with intentional right thinking, words and actions that lead to automatic
right thoughts, words and actions that are the foundation for all success, prosperity and health.
- Most self help books, advice and programs do little good because they do not change the core issues in
the subconscious mind.
- God is involved in business. Find a need and fill it is a basic biblical concept. Successful management
concepts have been in the Bible long before modern business “discovered” them. The book of Proverbs is
one of the best business books ever written. For best business success, work with and for God.
- Are you telling us that others are controlling our thinking and we are not even aware of it? “Yes!”
- God does not work by a magic wand; He works by your thoughts, words and actions, that means He
primarily works by what He can work with in your subconscious mind. God shows no partiality.
- Until Heaven comes to Earth, we are guaranteed problems. In fact the purpose of man is to fix the
problems for God. This issue is not the problems, but how you handle them. God wants to help; how you
think, speak and act can build a path for Him to work through. We are the limit, not God.
- Education may be killing you. You may educate the cognitive mind, but you reprogram the subconscious
mind, and we live 95% out of our subconscious mind, not our conscious or aware mind.
- Ungodly thoughts produce leaky neurons. So these toxic thoughts not only make life difficult, they also
poison your body every time you think them. This leads to sickness, poverty and even early death.
- Most people are not aware they operate mostly by habit and the subconscious mind. Information in the
cognitive mind lasts 3-5 days at the most, yet information is permanent in the subconscious mind. The
greater the emotional link to information, the faster the heart recalls it to the conscious mind.
- At any given time we are operating 60-100% by habit and not even aware of it, and proudly deny it.
- Most people ignore the Bible because of anger toward God, and don’t know how to use it for success.
- Many are driven by toxic, deadly emotions. Emotions are not a cause, but a result of thoughts, words or
actions. They help maintain continued thoughts, words or actions that fit them. To change what drives you,
change your thoughts, words and/or actions with appropriate emotions, faking them if need be.
- Fear kills. Stress, which is fear, destroys. Fear is contagious. Worried sick is medically true. Fear shuts
down the brain to a rigid few choices. Recognition or awareness of potential threats is normal. How you act
next determines all the difference. You will react by how you programmed your subconscious.
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